PARIS A LA PLEIADES

The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the crystal Pyramid of the Louvre is on a ley-line that composes an adjacent depiction of the Great Pyramid of Giza layout. The illustration is an approximation of the street grid north of the Louvre Pyramid. It appears that all of the main components
of the Great Pyramid are present although skewed. The various yellow arrows will point to the possible correlation between the street grid and the Great Pyramid design. In particular the lay-line from the Louvre Pyramid runs to the Palais Garnier that resembles the Descending Shaft to the Pit.
There appears to be a correlation to an Ascending Shaft as the ‘Pyramid’ is bisected by the avenues of San Martin, Bonne Nouvelle, etc. Another possible ley-line correlation suggest that the ‘Star Shafts’ that orient themselves to Orion and Draco constellation are also depicted in the street grid
although again very skewed. What is also very telling is that this ‘Great Pyramid’ template is in approximate phi ratio to the Paris Meridian or Devil’s Line. This line is pegged to the Paris Observatory established by King Louis XIV. From this point of reference several measurements will be
highlighted to certain famous landmarks that this study suggests have an encrypted significance of where they are situated by design.

Île aux Cygnes Île San Louis Île de la Cite
This study suggests that the Owl Molech motif has
an extension that when the ley-lines are elongated,
the ‘Owl transfers into a ‘Phoenix’. This mythical
bird motif is another of the Luciferian favorite to
denote ‘Orders’. The configuration suggests that
this ‘Phoenix’ is set upon an encrypted Hexagram.
In the occult a Hexagram is a key that is used to
open ‘portals’ or gates, doors, etc.
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The Giza Pyramid complex is
suggested to be the main
template for he core city leylies. For example, the study
suggests that perhaps the 3
main Islands of Paris correlated to the 3 Pyramids of Giza.
There is the main and biggest
Island called Île de la Cité. The
next one is called Île SaintLouis. The smallest is called
Île aux Cygnes. This is where
the replica of the Statue of
Liberty is located at.
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The Luciferians thrive on
and demand. Their plans
depend in part by forging
their Satanic ritualistic
magic with certain places
build on ley-lines and at
certain days.
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Louvre nearly approximate
orientation to Great Pyramid of
Egypt. The Star Shafts
correlated to Paris
landmarks.

Palais Garnier

The spirit of Molech is that of
Abortion and sacrificial bloodletting. Current official abortion
rates in France are reported to
range around 200,000/year. Unofficial statistics peg this rate at
about 1 million.
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